On the Potential of Full Duplex Performance in 5G Ultra-Dense Small Cell Networks
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Abstract—Full duplex allows a device to transmit and receive simultaneously in the same frequency band, theoretically doubling the throughput compared to traditional half duplex systems. However, several limitations restrict the promised full duplex gain: non-ideal self-interference cancellation, increased inter-cell interference and traffic constraints. In this paper, we first study the self-interference cancellation capabilities by using a real demonstrator. Results show that achieving ~110 dB of cancellation is already possible with the current available technology, thus providing the required level of isolation to build an operational full duplex node. Secondly, we investigate the inter-cell interference and traffic constraints impact on the full duplex performance in 5G generation systems. System level results show that both the traffic and the inter-cell interference can significantly reduce the potential gain of full duplex with respect to half duplex. However, for large traffic asymmetry, full duplex can boost the performance of the lightly loaded link.

I. INTRODUCTION

The number of devices requiring wireless connection is increasing day by day. Latest forecasts show that the global mobile data traffic will increase approximately eightfold between 2015 and 2020 [1]. An attractive solution to accommodate such traffic demand is full duplex (FD) technology. FD allows a device to simultaneously transmit and receive in the same frequency channel, thus, theoretically, doubling the throughput of traditional half duplex (HD) systems. Given its potential, FD is considered as a technology component of future 5G generation (5G) systems.

A FD device generates interference from the transmitter chain to the receiver chain located in the same device, named as self-interference (SI). Such type of interference must be suppressed in order to build an operational FD node. Recent studies [2], [3] show that current levels of SI cancellation (SIC) are in the order of 110 dB, which is already sufficient to build an operational FD node. However, the gain that FD can provide over HD may be affected by the residual SI among other limitations [3], [4]. Since FD doubles the amount of interfering streams, it leads to an increased inter-cell interference (ICI). Furthermore, exploiting FD is only possible when there is data traffic in both link directions, uplink (UL) and downlink (DL).

The authors in [2] evaluated SIC performance using a 20 MHz signal with a maximum transmit power of 24 dBm, showing that an isolation of ~100 dB is sufficient to consider ideal SIC. The physical FD performance in WLAN systems is studied in [5], considering ideal SIC and bidirectional FD, i.e., the case when user equipments (UEs) and access points (APs) are both FD capable. The authors have concluded that the gain that FD may provide over HD is below the theoretical 100% in the majority of cases. In [6], the FD performance in Long Term Evolution (LTE) time division duplex (TDD) with full buffer traffic and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) traffic is analyzed. The authors have evaluated the case where only the AP is FD capable, showing that FD always outperforms HD. Nevertheless, such results may be biased because the assumed isolation among cells may mitigate the ICI effect. In [8], the impact of symmetric and asymmetric traffic in a multi-cell scenario is presented. The authors show that the FD throughput gain reduces with the perceived ICI and the traffic asymmetry. Nevertheless, it is important to notice that the mentioned work does not consider a complete system with all layers active. Furthermore, features such as link adaptation and recovery mechanisms are not used.

The goal of the paper is twofold. First, an experimental study is carried out using a test bed to show current levels of achievable SIC. Second, an overview of the bidirectional FD performance in our envisioned 5G ultra-dense small cell network is presented. In [9], we have described such system, optimized for dense local area deployments. TDD has been chosen as the operational mode, with all the nodes in the network synchronized in time and frequency and equipped with multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antennas and interference suppression receivers. The results presented in this paper are extracted from a system level simulator, which includes all the system layers active and features such as link adaptation and recovery mechanisms. The gain that FD may provide over HD in different scenarios is studied, in order to evaluate the impact of the ICI and the traffic asymmetry.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II presents the envisioned 5G system and the limitations that FD brings in achieving the promised double throughput gain. Section III describes the test bed experiment and the SIC results. Section IV introduces the simulation environment and the system level results are shown in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and states the future work.

II. FULL DUPLEX IN 5G SMALL CELLS

The proposed 5G radio access technology (RAT) described in [9] was originally designed as a HD TDD system, targeting a massive and uncoordinated deployment of small cells, where
all the nodes are synchronized in time and frequency. A novel frame structure of duration 0.25 ms is introduced. Such frame is defined as the Transmission Time Interval (TTI) and is divided in a control part followed by the data part, as shown in Figure 1. A scheduling grant (SG) is transmitted within the DL control symbol. The SG contains transmission parameters such as the link direction, the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) and the number of transmissions streams (often referred as the transmission rank). Within the UL control symbol, UEs transmit the scheduling request, with specific information regarding the channel and the buffer state and the Hybrid Automatic Repeat and Request (HARQ) feedback. The data part, which includes the demodulation reference signal (DMRS) used for channel estimation, carries UL or DL data in case of HD, and both DL and UL in case of FD. It is assumed that the transmission direction can change at each TTI, independently of previous decisions. Consequently, a TTI can be DL HD, UL HD or FD.

All nodes are equipped with \(4 \times 4\) MIMO antenna configuration and Interference Rejection Combining (IRC) receivers [10]. Such receivers aim at suppressing incoming interference by using the degrees of freedom from the antenna domain.

In this paper we study the performance of bidirectional FD, which corresponds to the case where both the AP and the UEs are FD capable. To quantify the practical gains that FD may bring over traditional HD systems, three limitations must be considered:

- **Self-interference cancellation.** For a FD node to be effective, a high level of isolation between the transmitter antenna and the receiver antenna located in the same device is required.
- **Inter-cell interference.** FD doubles the amount of interfering streams compared to HD, meaning that FD will perceive stronger ICI than HD. The stronger the ICI is, the lower are the data rates and hence a larger number of TTIs are required to transmit the same amount of data.
- **Simultaneous UL and DL data.** The occurrence of UL and DL traffic at the same time dictates the probability of exploiting FD. Consequently, the FD gain will be impacted by large asymmetries between UL and DL.

In the next section, a description of the experiment carried out with our test bed will be presented, to show the current levels of achievable SIC.

### III. **Self-interference cancellation**

The self-interference signal power in a FD scenario could easily exceed the receive signal power level by 100 dB or more. Therefore, managing SIC is a fundamental requirement for the success of FD. The use of higher frequencies beyond today’s LTE limits and intended broadband LTE channels of 80 to 100 MHz, together with massive MIMO, add additional obstacles in achieving a high degree of SIC. A test system was developed at Nokia Ulm, for demonstration purposes, to identify the potential limits of SIC. The concept of a pre-mixer approach with an additional transmit chain for analogue compensation and a final digital cancellation stage has been build and studied. Such concept was proposed in [11] and is depicted in Figure 2. The system can handle up to 100 MHz contiguous bandwidth and is typically operating in the 2.4 GHz band. The practical antenna isolation from the transmitter (TX) to the receiver (RX) is \(\sim 50\) dB. Such isolation is based on physical antenna separation, as shown in Figure 3, and appropriate passive means. Furthermore, a common clocking domain, same mixer stage for up and down conversion and radio frequency (RF) delay compensation is essential to push the phase noise limits [12].

The hardware in use is upper bounded by \(\sim 70\) dB active
cancellation gain for a 20 MHz LTE signal (LTE20) with respect to phase noise. The practical active cancellation limit is given by the power amplifier (PA) non-linearity and auxiliary transmitter dynamic. An active cancellation gain of 63 dB for LTE20 could be demonstrated, which is split between the analogue cancellation stage and the time domain digital cancellation. This gain demands the use of nonlinear inter-modulation modeling via Hammerstein PA model by using the digital signal as input to the digital SIC stage [13] (option A in Figure 2) or the PA signal as direct input with the need of an additional receiver (option B in Figure 2). In the latter approach, the measurement receiver contains the transmitter RF impairments and is common in a typical commercial RF design for PA linearization purposes.

The approach of using an additional transmit chain is intended to protect the receiver against saturation. This approach has the advantage that it scales only with the number of transmit antennas, which is appropriate in a MIMO context. In addition, all transmitted antenna streams are input to the same analogue and digital SIC modeling block, thus avoiding extra complexity and providing simpler hardware integration.

Figure 4 depicts a total cancellation of \( \sim 100 \text{ dB} \) for a 20 dBm 4xLTE20 signal, showing the SI level close to receiver noise floor limits and hence demonstrating the potential of this hardware concept. It justifies the approach to treat SIC as ideal in FD networks, as long as the transmit output power does not exceed home or local area AP limits (up to 24 dBm).

### IV. Simulation Environment

The simulated results are extracted from our event-driven system level simulator. It includes the envisioned 5G physical (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) design described in Section II. Moreover, it includes a detailed implementation of the radio link control (RLC), the user datagram protocol (UDP) and the transport control protocol (TCP) layers, and a vertical radio resource management (RRM) layer. The role of the RRM is to collect information from the PHY, MAC and RLC layers to extract the most appropriate scheduling decision in each TTI, such as node identifier, link direction, MCS and rank. The Internet protocol (IP) layer is modeled as overhead and the application layer generates different types of traffic.

Features such as link adaptation, rank adaptation and the HARQ recovery mechanism are implemented on top of the PHY and MAC design described in Section II. The link adaptation algorithm keeps track of the latest five channel measurements to extract an accurate MCS. The rank adaptation algorithm [15] determines, based on the incoming interference, how many streams will be used for data transmission and consequently, the MIMO degrees of freedom in the receiver that will be used for interference suppression. For further details, please refer to [15].

The extraction of the transmission direction in HD is based on the amount of data which is currently in the buffers (UL and DL) and previous decisions. Thus, the optimal direction can be DL or UL if there is data in at least one of the buffers, or MUTE if there is no data in either of them. In case of FD, the transmission direction is only based on the buffer size. This means that the optimal transmission direction will be DL+UL if there is data in both buffers, DL (UL) if the UL (DL) buffer is empty, or MUTE if both buffers are empty. The reader can refer to [17] for further details on the algorithm to extract the optimal transmission direction. Finally, the user scheduler in time domain is round robin, and no user frequency multiplexing is considered in this work.

Two scenarios are studied, a single small cell and a multi-cell network. The latter corresponds to 10×2 grid of small cells (Figure 5). Each small cell refers to a 10×10 m² room containing one AP and four UEs randomly deployed. The UEs are always affiliated to the AP in the same cell (closed subscriber group). Ideal SIC is considered, according to Section III and [2], given the short distances among nodes and the low transmit power, set to 10 dBm for both APs and UEs. The RLC mode is set to Acknowledged [16] and the transport protocol to UDP. The RLC ACK is transmitted within the control channel and its overhead is therefore not included in the throughput calculation. The remaining simulation parameters are detailed in Table I.

This work compares the performance of HD and FD under different conditions. Two types of traffic are considered, full buffer traffic and FTP traffic [7]. For the latter, two cases are studied: symmetric, where the offered load is the same in UL and DL (1DL:1UL), and asymmetric, where the offered load in DL is six times bigger than in UL (6DL:1UL). Furthermore, three load levels are simulated for each case: low, medium and high, which approximately correspond to 25%, 50% and 75% channel occupancy under ideal interference conditions, respectively. Results are presented numerically in a table format and/or in terms of cumulative distribution function (CDF). Tables show the gain that FD provides over HD, in percentage. The studied key performance indicators are the average session throughput (TP) and the packet delay. The former corresponds to the average of the individual session TPs per link (UL or DL) or per cell (UL+DL). The session TP is defined as the amount of time required to successfully transmit a session, and a session is characterized by the packet size and the \( t_{\text{arrival}} \) parameters, which are negatively exponential distributed [7]. The average packet size is 2 megabytes, and the average \( t_{\text{arrival}} \) is set to obtain the loads described above. The packet delay is the time between the generation of a packet and its successful reception, including the buffering time.

### TABLE I: Used parameters to run the simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value/State/Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System parameters</td>
<td>BW = 200MHz; ( f_c = 3.5 \text{GHz} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency reuse</td>
<td>1 (whole band)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation model</td>
<td>WINNER II A1 w/fast fading [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna configuration</td>
<td>4x4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver type</td>
<td>IRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission power</td>
<td>10 dBm (AP and UE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-interference cancellation</td>
<td>Ideal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link adaptation filter</td>
<td>Log average of 5 samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank adaptation</td>
<td>Taxation-based [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARQ max retransmissions</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLC mode</td>
<td>Acknowledged [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport protocol</td>
<td>UDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic type</td>
<td>Symmetric and asymmetric (6:1) finite buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time per drop</td>
<td>1-12 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of drops</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5: Simulated multi-cell scenario
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The results presented in this section show the impact of traffic and ICI. In the first three subsections, the impact of these limitations are studied in an isolated manner. Then, in the last subsection, the performance of HD and FD is evaluated considering both effects.

A. Single cell with 100% FD probability

In this first case we focus on the performance of FD and HD in a single cell scenario, to avoid ICI. The traffic generator is configured with fixed packet size and $t_{\text{arrival}}$ time, the same in both UL and DL, so the probability of having simultaneous traffic in both directions is 100%. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the cell TP and average delay, respectively. We observe that, if neither ICI nor SI are present and the FD probability is 100%, the delay can be reduced by 50% with FD, while the theoretical FD TP gain can be almost achieved (93%), due to the fact that the HD baseline is optimized, as explained in Section IV. If the HD baseline is a fixed 1DL:1UL time slot allocation, then the achieved FD gain is 100%. Therefore, it is important to notice that the theoretical FD gain is possible to be achieved, but only under specific conditions.

B. Single cell with less than 100% FD probability

This subsection moves a step forward from the previous one by considering the negatively exponential distributed traffic model described in Section IV. Note that from an interference perspective, ICI and SI are still not present. Table II shows the TP and delay gains of FD over HD in percentage, for both symmetric and asymmetric traffic. Numerical results show that FD always outperforms HD under ideal interference conditions, and such gain increases with the offered load of the system. This is because the probability of having simultaneous UL and DL is higher when the offered load increases, and therefore FD can be exploited more often. In the asymmetric traffic case, we observe that the FD gain in UL is higher than in DL. With FD, the lightly loaded link gets, on average, six times more resources than with HD. On the contrary, the highly loaded link gets only, on average, one extra resource with FD.

From this analysis we conclude that the FD gain is negatively impacted by the traffic profile, being limited to 38% in case of symmetric traffic. This is because the probability of having simultaneous UL and DL data is below 100% and hence the chances to exploit FD decrease.

C. Multi-cell with 100% FD probability

The next step after studying the impact of traffic is to analyze how ICI affects the FD performance, by considering the multi-cell scenario. To avoid the traffic impact, the full buffer model is considered and the transmission rank is fixed to one. The analysis is done by varying the penetration wall loss, which defines the isolation between the cells. Such wall loss ranges from 0 dB, which would correspond to an open space scenario, to 25 dB, which refers to an almost isolated cell. Figure 8 shows the gain of FD over HD according to the wall penetration loss. The figure shows the gain in the 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles, where the former refers to the outage performance, i.e., the performance of the users perceiving worse channel conditions. As expected, we observe that, as the isolation among cells is higher, the gain that FD can provide over HD increases. This is because FD doubles the amount of interfering streams, thus showing a higher ICI than HD. Finally, it is interesting to notice that, even in the worst case (open space scenario), the outage users can improve their performance with FD by 9%, while the users perceiving the best channel conditions can improve their performance by 56% by using FD.

D. Multi-cell without 100% FD probability

The last step is to consider both traffic constraints and ICI. Hence, the negatively exponential distributed traffic model and the multi-cell scenario with a penetration wall loss of 5 dB
TABLE III: Gain of FD over HD in a multi-cell scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>Symmetric TP</th>
<th>Symmetric Delay</th>
<th>Asymmetric TP</th>
<th>Asymmetric Delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>130%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9: UL TP with asymmetric traffic

Fig. 10: UL delay with asymmetric traffic

[14] are used. Numerical results are shown in Table III. As in the previous analysis, we observe that the FD gain increases with the offered load. However, in case of symmetric traffic, the maximum TP gain is 34%, thus below the theoretical FD gain, and the maximum delay reduction is 29%. In case of asymmetric traffic, while the DL performance gain is limited to 23% and 16% in terms of TP and delay respectively (see Table III), the UL performance is boosted with FD, since it mitigates the impact of buffering, thus transmitting more data with lower delay. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the CDF of the UL TP and delay, respectively, of the asymmetric traffic case. Results show that both starvation and buffering problems can be mitigated with FD, specially at high load, since in HD the UL data starves while with FD it is transmitted immediately. Therefore, FD is an attractive solution for applications where the performance of the lightly loaded link shall be improved.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we first investigated self-interference cancellation capabilities by using our own developed test bed. The carried experiment shows that up to ∼100 dB of isolation are currently achievable, thus validating the assumption of ideal self-interference cancellation in a dense small cell scenario. Secondly, we investigated the potential of full duplex in 5G ultra-dense small cell networks. We show that the theoretical 100% FD gain is achievable only under specific assumptions, namely ideal SIC, isolated cells and full buffer traffic model. Under realistic assumptions, the promised gains of FD are reduced by the traffic constraints and the inter-cell interference. System level results show that FD can always outperform HD in the considered scenarios, though the gains are limited. In case of symmetric traffic, such gains go up to 38% and 41% in throughput and delay, respectively. Furthermore, in case of asymmetric traffic, FD has the potential of boosting the lightly loaded link, specially in terms of delay, since it mitigates the buffering effect. Future work will focus on the usage of full duplex in providing fast discovery in device-to-device type of communication.
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